Dec. 19th 1862. We left camp's near Knobsville this morning at 2 o'clock and arrived encamp'd about three miles west of the village. Saturday 20th we arrived at Abilene, an hour or two by dawn. This evening, but it was dark before we got all of our Teams ferried across Abilene. The county seat of the county of Clay, Illinois. is situated on the west bank of the Ohio River.

The Ohio River that plows in the western part of Virginia and is one of the principal branches of the Tennessee. Abilene is a place of the last note. It seems to have had a front between two days of fighting and in the situation before the war.
but now they come like it. 

Irish maid, Dack, and Billings. 

for the men have associate. Hunt- 
tened for the arm so. I think 

have all that's called. There are 

three brick buildings in the 

place. One, I suppose, was in-

cluded for accommodation as it has 
given rooms in it and a well 

upstairs. Thus it has been used 

for a hospital, but from an 

diseased or other it is without and 

recipient unless it is some 

colony among who are stationed 

men if any of the others was 

a short time now used as a 

hospital, and the attic as a
private dwelling. The current house is built of stone, they claim to have. Large cerebral hemisphere, most of the houses are in a dilapidated condition. The houses are in a dilapidated condition. This seems to be generally the case among the frontier class. Throughout this part of the state. Camped in a sugar grove about three hundred north of the camp, known as Mount Antelope camp.

Sunday 29th have been on details water carriage for the troops, all day and am now ten or twelve miles below station, the country is wild and un

Monday 23rd September early this morning and finished loading our wagons with corn in order to get back to camp by night. The barn in which we measured the corn held two and a quarter bushels and having to lift it so often that I strained my back and it now pains me severely. I got behind the wagon and could not overtake them, having on shoes rather tight, my work back has worn me entirely out.

Tuesday 24th The second section left this evening for Lackawanna.

Wednesday 25th nothing of interest to day with the exception of an
Seagoing to tomorrow.

Thursday 25th. The day has passed over very quietly. I could not get the
Battalions to march the expected for the day 26th. The first and fourth
Battalions returned us to day to go to Jack's house.

Saturday 27th. I rode twelve miles a day, in the same, to get some whisking to make a hat,
but did not succeed.

Sunday 28th. The first and fourth battalions left today.

The remainder left behind on account of the sickness.

Monday 29th. Orders came late.
last night reducing the Legion to
Kingston, it being thought is certain
at the junction of the Tennessee
and Clinch rivers, Col. Thornton
command did not receive the orders until
... he arrived at Puck's borough, and
then Col. Palmer, being of the party,

Thinking that the exigencies of the

places required that they should
remain here for a few days,

Therefore would not allow them return

During this time he succeeded in getting
the First Col. Thomas's 2nd Battalion

and Fourth Col. Reaves's Battalion

with one battalion

with troops of the country.
Dec 15th. Left Rio de Jan at 11-30. On board the steamer Diogenes for Buenos Hayos
We entered the bay of Santos at 5 P.M. & in a little time after our
steaming close hopp the fort, it is situated on the left of the entrance to
the bay on the a point of a ridge. At 7 P.M. we had cast anchor but
having arrived too late to deliver the mail this evening we are forced
to remain here all night without transacting any business whatso-
ever.
At 4 P.M. this after noon we
steamed out from Santos after
having delivered and received
freight & post of the freight that
we discharged was Carna Baca
ordred buf there were several
buildings round of different
in the post which denoted some
feud for the place.

20th 7 P.M. just arrived.

19th Square being the last
country settled by the Has... Dug
Said Stockman and Col
McCallum the last named
gentleman died some two months
since. The first laws returned
to the W.N. for other reasons
while the W.C. has settled with
his family some eight days gone
in connection the Rio Ribena
Shy, like at present is a place
of little commercial woes...
These were three small
beaks. Amused at the first
I left this place an hour
long since in a canoe driving
agreed with the command
to take me up as far as
the point which she said was
five days journey for any
bargains concerning Lead large
tumblis and myself 1 was to have
5 millises. The country helped this
morning comes subject to my show
except now and then at many
be sure some days of the moon

D. 21. The country shifted to dry
being similar to that hoped
yesterday the only difference being the it is higher but at the water of the river appears joined to a smaller space. A by the water are many in proportion. First praying is seen all along the mountain. The sun rays come down with much force until about 9 they give out to the sun's feeling. Then the hill in torrents the shade of two things. I have the sun's fields come to a calm of time and the west features with conspicuous.
The weighing of bowling birds
Perú mucha

De 1627 dejó Taxima. 23 days in company with Capit. Manuela
Raidriza de Ocampo, a principa
on a trip to the south to
purchase mules. Perú mucha
place where we are now staid
until the morrow, is but five
leagues from Taxima, and is
one of the finest jacentes in
this section of country, embrace
beautiful campos and fertile
word lands, watered by lim\ed streams, I am now write
at a window from whence the
right looses itself in the obscur
horizon; but taking in at a
single view many many lands
of beautiful underlating camps made pictures as clouds were scattered about and there was no wind to disturb the mountains. This morning the sky was clear and the stars shone through it. This beautiful country Wednesday 22 we were in the saddle at an early hour. This morning although it was dark and gloomy with a heavy cloud of rain which continued for a couple of hours and we rode at a distance of a mile, varying sometimes, sometimes deep in the tall trees.
its long body without a branch or limb could over the top, all short out this, but angular and to the distance of eight to ten yards, whose short, flat, and pointed leaf gives a mournful whistling sound in the winds, while to the light, and front as far as the eye can stretch is an open prairie which has seen more rolling as we have advanced and they have become hills or vales. By 12 o'clock we had reached the river Taracã, which is the boundary line between São Paulo and Paraná, there is station a couple of trees on each side, and look to play on the left and side, 5 cents for every body so encountered.
...on the other 10 cents.

Have Capt. Andrew Chaucey turn

Boats for about a league to see a

crew with whom he had business,

who had refused the day before, to

with the two comedans arriving one

and waited them as the Jaguer of

Chap. Fortunato, which is paid for

sufficiently promising to make two

baskets of aguardes. Dear comad, two

large house, being only just 2

palmes. We were brought a good

distance. Don't mention it.

Some musicians, Gata de Nuy, they are not

what about 15 or 20 sheets of music.

The 23 Capt. came up a little after dark.

that I might and we were again in...
For 24. We have made but a short
journey to day as we came round
up into the Ghike whose day is
to last 9 1/2 leagues. Our way lay
down the valley we entered last evening
under the mountain side by ledge
of 3 to 4 miles of 2176 feet
Then turn compass slight change is 263
One turn of miles 4 7/10
9 25. We have made 4 1/2
after 2 home travel we come
to the height of our...
few days afterwards the town was
killed. Officers of the garrison
were succeeded in making the
for a long time but at last is
brought to trial. Spends a large
amount of money it comes of
day. Met a troop of militia
till. 150. drew two long
to the at a distance. 2
Sunday 26. We have made about
3 leagues. Today passed the city
it is observed by 30 piano from
the chaste. It does not seem to
on the increase, it is situated on
of the south east side of the outer
Castrum Camprest to the road
The area is compassed by
not a well judged from good
Mindst. After passing Castro we come two leagues, and at the point where we camped last night we struck a stream; fearful lanes or broken woods, the campfire became more broken by woods running east and west, but continued on to a league or more. It became more open and at a sudden as we reach the high position, Ponto Borroto came to view.

Distance of some 16 miles, valley immense, eight left in front as far as the eye can reach, all rose more

Combed when the sun is lighted and wide gap through Ponto Borro to which the road is about 6 miles distant.
day, Mules 12 0 0 horses 8 0 0

15029th Compl’d 7 1 2 miles south of

Patois Cross, which is still in a sea

of hogs. Crossed Dibaja river, a stream.

some, pine, forty feet wide, had the

as good a bridge. Caught in a hail

storm, wind blowing a hurricane.

An American family, young

child, are living in the city and

were a short time before all bar-
tioned by a Catholic Priest.

Other to day 14.0 0 miles

Weds 9th. Arrive to the earth during

storms. Left camp at 6 J P M.

Staged at time. Camped sleighs

of Palmetta. Miles 1000, horses

threw. This evening killed some
from Sapa since leaving there.
The country is more elevated.
Composed alike and our
ground with weeds. Mules 3 or
so we have manile but a
short journey today 10 miles.
We will not camp in the
woods Tomorros mornig infected
with a disease German called
come dozen smallpox etc.
5 oer out and whished up in
their gardens.

Tues 4th. Left camp about the
eskal shown this morning and
within an hour and a half
were crossing the Río Negro.
Very hot in Manam fashion.
together by three canoes. Here is stationed a Sergeant and a
Dear of Texas. The question of a settlement and a
Tender continued for a league
a half month of the river. One
continued up to day of this
when a man was something over
28 or 00. Came today or

The stone was not a stone

I saw a league of a league

writing the over

1800, Cochrane's Expedition
by Indians two were attacked and killed while asleep. Our three horses survived in the event. Today one of us with a wound in the head was left behind and the remainder of us traveled until 3 o'clock making about 16 miles. A tedious day, as we had reached and encamped late. We are now camped in the prairies of the cattaraugus and having cooked the Indians' rations of bread and meat, we arose this morning. Our destination is to take over the ground the Indians got.
Jan 11th Nothing important to do moved some Illagius
Wed 12th Lay over to day one of the comrades went out counting on the camp ground a shot at a wolf. Country broken so consist of pins and
13th Moved a distance of 6 miles
Small flame at night. Went to bed at 11

Signed William
Sat. 15th West of the Rio Muy

reminded to under 35 or 30 jor.

do, swimmers from brick to

100.

up a bit in the

America. I think of

the best course of action

for the

compensation of a

new deposit of sand

and at the same time

make about 18.45

incredibly confusing.
Dose Paulinus

Regente 74100
Duo. 1/2 K. nem.